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Abstract

I discuss the question whether portfolio solvers support advances in automated reasoning. A portfolio solver is the combination of a collection of core solvers. I distinguish syntactic combinations from semantic combinations and argue that the former are useful for competitions where the latter foster progress in automated reasoning.

1 Introduction

I discuss the question whether portfolio solvers support advances in automated reasoning. In particular, I'm interested in advances in the theory of automated reasoning, e.g., the development of new calculi, rather than in solutions to specific problems, e.g., winning a systems competition. A solver decides (un)satisfiability of a formula of some logic. In this paper, I mainly consider propositional logic, decidable fragments of first-order logic, and full first-order logic. A portfolio solver is the combination of a collection of core solvers. A Simple-Syntactic portfolio solver or SS-portfolio solver is characterized by a combination of core solvers where the selection of the core solvers is done by purely syntactic problem properties and there is no exchange of results between different core solvers. They run independently. A Sophisticated-Semantic portfolio solver or SM-portfolio solver is characterized by a combination of core solvers where the selection of the core solvers is done by semantic or structural problem properties and the solvers exchange results. They run dependently.

2 SS-Portfolio Solvers

There is a long tradition in the SAT community discussing the role of SS-portfolio solvers. The SAT competition 2016 includes the rule

Participation of Portfolios 2016:
By a portfolio SAT solver we mean a combination of two or more (core) SAT solvers developed by a different group of authors.
A portfolio SAT solver may participate only in the "No-Limits" track of the competition.

which obviously excludes portfolio solvers of a particular kind from the main tracks of the competition. Only those portfolio solvers are excluded that are not built by the authors of the single solvers. If an author of several core SAT solvers, e.g. with different parameter configurations, combines them in a portfolio solver she/he can participate in the main tracks. An interpretation of the rule is: “The glory for building competitive core solvers solely belongs to the builder of these solvers.” The SAT competition creates visibility to the outside of the SAT community. People from the outside may not be able to distinguish between the competence
of combining SAT solvers via an SS-portfolio machine learning approach and the actual further
development of core SAT solvers and their respective theory.

The SAT community has a long history in the discussion of SS-portfolio solvers where a
prominent example is SATzilla [29] a gold medal winning SS-portfolio SAT solver at the SAT
competitions 2007 and 2009. The authors of SATzilla took several core SAT solvers and by the
incorporation of machine learning techniques combined them to a very powerful SS-portfolio
SAT solver: SATzilla. It selects a core solver for a particular problem by purely syntactic
criteria. Some of the authors of SATzilla are actually closer to the machine learning community
than to the SAT community.

Proposition 2.1. A standard way of building SS-portfolio solvers from core solver instances is
by core solver selection from syntactic problem properties based on machine learning techniques
with training on problem libraries.

There is meanwhile a branch in automated reasoning research investigating the potential of
machine learning in solver development, e.g. [12], often combined with an SS-portfolio approach.
Leading competition versions of solvers for the “main” divisions of the first-order logic theorem
proving competition CASC [26] namely E [23], iProver [15] and Vampire [17] are all SS-portfolio
solver instances. E subsequently runs several different superposition strategies found by a
machine learning approach. In addition, iProver and Vampire run implementations of different
calculi such as Superposition/Ordered Resolution [3], InstGen [10], and reasoning with respect
to finite models [19, 24, 9, 6] in a time-slicing approach.

Proposition 2.2. SS-portfolio solvers are particularly strong in competitions on diverse prob-
lem libraries.

Typically, SS-portfolio solvers run in a time-slicing approach. Now in order to be successful
in a competition based on a problem library, the problems must not be hard in the sense that
if the right core solver with the right parameters is picked, the problem can be solved fast. On
the other hand the problem library must be diverse in the sense that a single solver instance
cannot efficiently cope with all types of problems. So the above proposition can be further
strengthened.

Claim 2.3. SS-Portfolio solvers are only useful for winning competitions on diverse domains
where single problems are not hard.

If problem domains become more specific, such as in dedicated applications, or single prob-
lems become difficult, then SS-portfolio solvers are typically not a preferred option. For ex-
ample, see the hardware model checking competition [14], complete reasoning in large ontolo-
gies [25], or reasoning in the context of complexity management [11].

Proposition 2.4. SS-Portfolio solvers are not particularly useful in dedicated problem do-
 mains.

Now combining all of the above, SS-portfolio solvers are mainly useful for a particular kind
of competition but not from a scientific perspective.

Consequence 2.5. The development of SS-portfolio solvers does not contribute to the scientific
progress in automated reasoning.
3 SM-Portfolio Solvers

The SS-portfolio solvers mentioned in the previous sections can be build at an engineering/implementation level, i.e., there is no calculus of portfolio solving but implementations of invoking different solvers based on heuristics and/or machine learning results. For an SM-Portfolio solver there is a demand for theory, e.g., what it means for the solvers to exchange results and to guarantee typical properties such as soundness and completeness for the combination of solvers.

There are a number of successful SM-portfolio solver approaches. The Nelson-Oppen combination [20] and resulting SMT solvers [21] are an example. They combine solvers for decidable theories in order to solve a problem in the more expressive logic of the union of the theories. Hierarchic superposition [4, 18] is another example, where a solver for a base theory is combined with the superposition calculus for first-order logic. Actually, the successful combination of theories via an SM-portfolio approach has had an enormous effect on the development of the field of automated reasoning in the past decade.

Consequence 3.1. The development of SM-portfolio solvers contributes to the scientific progress in automated reasoning.

However, there is currently no convincing SM-portfolio approach for a single logic. At least for logics beyond propositional logic (SAT) this could result in a break through: In SAT the size of a model for some clause set is small, at most the number of variables. Truth or falsehood of a clause can be decided in linear time with respect to a (partial) model. In first-order logic there cannot be an effective finite model representation, in general, due to undecidability. Actually the representation and use of models in first-order logic is still in its infancy. Even for decidable fragments enjoying the finite model property the problem of model representations is not solved. For example, consider the decidable Bernays-Schoenfinkel (BS) fragment of first-order logic. For this class there are finite, effective model representations, e.g., sequences of ground literals. However, a model representation based on ground literals is worst-case of exponential size. There are a number of results on calculi deciding the BS class and making use of explicit model representations [5, 22, 1] that are exponentially more compact than sequences of ground literals. The model representations differ in expressiveness and in the complexity of deciding the truth, falsehood or propagation of a clause with respect to the model representation. There is no clear “winner”. Even a ground instantiation and afterwards SAT solving can be an option, if the ground instantiation does not get “too large”. This is the standard technique successfully used in Answer Set Programming, ASP [13].

Actually, there cannot be a clear “winner” model representation. Satisfiability of BS is NEXPTIME-complete and hence not in NP. So there cannot exist a compact model representation for which the truth of a clause is polynomially decidable, in general. So a natural approach would be to combine different calculi and model representations in an SM-portfolio solver. Of course, the problem of how to separate a BS problem between the different calculi and how to combine the results needs to be solved.

The situation for full first-order logic is even more difficult. Satisfiability is undecidable. So there cannot be a finite, effective model representation, in general. Still, there are calculi that operate with respect to a model representation [5, 7] at the price that models beyond the actual concrete model representation cannot be found. A way out here could be the use of approximation techniques in combination with SM-portfolio solving. The idea of the SM-portfolio solver could be to approximate (parts of) the problem into a decidable class, use a dedicated solver for the class, combine the result with a general procedure or further approximations.
First approaches following this paradigm exist [16, 27]. But there is still the open problem of more sophisticated combinations and the incorporation of equational reasoning.

There has been work in the past on combining different solvers/calculi or different instances of the same solver/calculus in a run by exchanging results, e.g., [2, 8]. However, none of these approaches matured or survived. A key challenge is a criterion for picking the results to be exchanged. In my opinion, there is the need for a “theory” choosing the criterion dynamically with respect to the set of generated clauses. An analogous problem is the selection of an ordering in ordered resolution. CDCL clause learning can be understood as a heuristic dynamically choosing for ordering of the ordered resolution calculus. The resolution steps deriving learned clauses are actually ordered resolution steps where the ordering is dynamically given by the order of literals on the trail [28].

**Proposition 3.2.** SM-Portfolio solvers are a promising approach for making progress in automated reasoning in first-order logic in general.
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